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(57) ABSTRACT 

The image Sensing device adapted to compose an appropri 
ate Single picture from a plurality of pictures of different 
exposures obtained from the same Subject, wherein the 
camera operation is controlled using as a reference the Signal 
of one of Said plurality of pictures of different exposures. 
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IMAGE SENSING DEVICE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 1. Field of the Invention 
0002 This invention relates to an image sensing device 
with a wide Substantial dynamic range. 
0003 2. Description of the Related Art 
0004 Image sensing devices are being widely used, for 
example, as the Video camera Sections of Video tape record 
erS with integrated cameras or as Still Video cameras. A video 
camera using an image pick-up tube or a Solid image Sensing 
element has a relatively narrow dynamic range as compared 
with the conventional Silver halide photography System, So 
that it is Subject to generation of white blankings and 
blackenings (common names for portions with excessively 
high or low luminance) under back light conditions. In 
conventional Video cameras, adjustment of the quantity of 
light in Such cases is effected by opening the diaphragm two 
Steps or So, either manually or with a backlighting compen 
sation button. 

0005. However, even when such backlighting compen 
sation is appropriately conducted, with the main Subject 
being properly exposed, white blankings may be generated 
in the background, leaving the picture with a blank back 
ground. In other words, the narrowneSS of the dynamic range 
in an image Sensing device cannot be overcome merely by 
adjusting the quantity of light to attain a proper exposure for 
the main Subject, as in the case of conventional devices. To 
cope with this, an improvement has been proposed in the 
conventional image Sensing device of the type in which a 
Still image is transduced into an electrical signal by means 
of a line Scanner or the like. According to this improvement, 
a plurality of images of different exposures obtained from 
the same Subject are combined to compose a single picture. 
Similar ideas are disclosed, for example, in U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 792,768 and Japanese Laid-Open Patent 
Application No. Sho 61-219270. 
0006. However, they are directed to still images and are 
not capable of providing a moving picture with a wide 
dynamic range. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0007. In view of this problem, it is an object of this 
invention to provide an image Sensing device which has a 
wide Substantial dynamic range and which makes it possible 
to obtain moving pictures. 
0008 Another object of this invention is to provide an 
image Sensing device which permits the exposure control 
and focusing control to be conducted in an appropriate 
fashion. 

0009. To attain the above objects, an embodiment of this 
invention comprises image Sensing means, control means 
adapted to cause a plurality of pictures of different exposures 
to be output Successively from the image Sensing means and 
composition means adapted to combine pictures with dif 
ferent exposures from among the ones output from the 
image Sensing means to compose a moving picture. 
0.010 This construction makes it possible to obtain a 
plurality of images of different exposures Successively, So 
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that by effecting the composition by means of the compo 
Sition means in a time less than the time between Successive 
Video frames, composed moving picture of a proper expo 
Sure can be obtained. The Speed of the composition opera 
tion performed by the composition means can be set Suffi 
ciently high, So that there is no problem in this regard. 

0011) Another embodiment of this invention consists of 
an image Sensing device adapted to compose an appropriate 
Single picture out of a plurality of pictures of different 
exposures obtained from the same Subject, the image Sens 
ing device being characterized by the fact that the camera 
operation is controlled using a signal indicative of one of the 
plurality of pictures of different exposures as the reference 
Signal. 

0012. The control operations for the camera such as the 
exposure control and focus adjustment are thus conducted 
using the Signal indicative of one of the plurality of pictures 
of different exposures as the reference Signal, whereby 
correct camera operation can be assured, without any desta 
bilization thereof. 

0013 A further embodiment of this invention consists of 
an image Sensing device adapted to obtain an appropriate 
picture out of a plurality of images of different exposures 
obtained from the same Subject, the image Sensing device 
being characterized by the fact that the processing of the 
target picture element is effected taking into consideration 
the information on the picture elements around the target 
picture element. 
0014. This device thus provides a dynamic range which 
Substantially includes the plurality of images of different 
exposures, So that it can give a Satisfactory image both of the 
main Subject and the background. Further, the number of 
isolated points is reduced by processing the target picture 
element taking into consideration the information on the 
picture elements around the target one, whereby a more 
correct distinction is attained between the main Subject and 
the background. 

0015. A still further embodiment of this invention con 
Sists of an image Sensing device comprising image Sensing 
means, a control means adapted to cause Video signals 
indicative of a plurality of pictures of different exposures 
obtained from the Same Subject to be output from the image 
Sensing means, an image memory capable of Storing Some of 
the Video signals indicative of the plurality of pictures output 
from the image Sensing means and arithmetic processing 
means which is adapted, whenever the Signal of a target 
picture element on any picture is judged to be inappropriate, 
to Select or proceSS Signals indicative of a plurality of other 
pictures corresponding to the target picture element to 
generate an output picture element Signal. 

0016. Thus, by causing video signals indicative of a 
plurality of pictures of different exposures to be output from 
the image Sensing means and Storing the Video signals 
temporarily in the image memory, it is made possible to 
discriminate the picture elements of an appropriate exposure 
from those of an inappropriate one and to replace the picture 
elements of an inappropriate exposure with the picture 
elements of an appropriate one by replacing the Video signal 
of the former with the corresponding Signal of a picture 
taken under a Satisfactory exposure. Consequently, an appro 
priate image can be obtained over a wide exposure range, 
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which means that the dynamic range of the image Sensing 
means has been Substantially enlarged. 
0.017. A still further embodiment of this invention con 
Sists of an image Sensing device equipped with an image 
Sensing means which is adapted to output image Sensing 
Signals of different charge Storage times by Switching for 
each field and that is characterized by the fact it composes 
a single picture out of Successive pictures of two fields. 
0.018. By thus composing a picture of image Sensing 
Signals of different charge Storage times, an image Sensing 
Signal of a Substantially wide dynamic range can be 
obtained. 

0.019 A still further embodiment of this invention con 
Sists of an image Sensing device for obtaining a single 
picture out of a plurality of pictures of different exposures 
derived from the same Subject by a Switching operation, the 
image Sensing device being characterized in that a single 
picture Selection color Signal is generated from a plurality of 
picture Selection luminance Signals and based on Said Single 
picture Selection color Signal, color Signal data are Selected. 
0020. By thus composing a picture of image Sensing 
Signals of different charge Storage times, an image Sensing 
Signal of a Substantially wide dynamic range can be 
obtained. 

0021. A still further embodiment of this invention con 
Sists of a method of controlling an image Sensing device 
provided with a first image Sensing mode in which light 
Storage operations of n Seconds duration are repeated to 
form a video signal and a Second image Sensing mode in 
which n-Second light Storage operations and m-Second light 
Storage operations (m being less than n) are alternated to 
form a Video signal for a single picture, the controlling 
method being characterized in that a Switching Signal for the 
first and Second image Sensing modes and a picture element 
composition control signal for the n-second storage pictures 
and m-Second Storage pictures in the Second image Sensing 
mode are formed out of the n-second Storage pictures. 
0022. By thus forming out of the n-second storage pic 
tures in the normal first image Sensing mode a Switching 
Signal for the first and Second image Sensing modes and a 
picture element composition control Signal for the n-second 
Storage pictures and the m-Second Storage pictures in the 
Second image Sensing mode, a first image Sensing mode with 
no deterioration in the time resolution is Selected, and the 
picture element composition in the Second image Sensing 
mode is made as free from deterioration of time resolution 
as possible. 

0023. Further objects and features of the present inven 
tion will be apparent from the following description and 
drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0024 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a video tape recorder 
with an integrated camera using the first embodiment of this 
invention. 

0025 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the control circuit 108 
of the camera section of the device shown in FIG. 1. 

0.026 FIG. 3 is a timing chart of the image sensing 
element operation. 
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0027 FIGS. 4(a) and 4(b) are conceptional drawings 
showing the first and Second examples, respectively, of the 
image processing in accordance with the present invention. 
0028 FIGS. 5(a) and 5(b) are block diagrams showing 
the first and Second examples, respectively, of the arithmetic 
circuit 202 in FIG. 1. 

0029 FIGS. 6(a), 6(b) and 6(c) are views illustrating the 
method of determining the threshold for judging white 
blankings and blackenings. 

0030 FIGS. 7(a) to 7(d) are tonal characteristic draw 
ings. 

0031 FIG. 8 is a block diagram of the essential part of 
the second embodiment of this invention. 

0.032 FIGS. 9(a) to 9(d) are timing charts thereof. 
0033 FIG. 10 is a block diagram showing another 
example of the control circuit 108 in FIG. 1. 
0034 FIG. 11 is a block diagram showing a variation of 
the circuit shown in FIG. 2. 

0035 FIG. 12 is a block diagram of a video tape recorder 
with an integrated camera using the third embodiment of this 
invention. 

0036 FIGS. 13(a) to 13(i) are diagrams showing the 
signal waveforms of FIG. 12. 
0037 FIG. 14 is a block diagram of a specific configu 
ration of the selection flag section of the control circuit 120 
shown in FIG. 12. 

0038 FIG. 15 is a block diagram showing the entire 
fourth embodiment of the present invention. 
0039 FIG. 16 is a block diagram of the processing circuit 
732Y Shown in FIG. 15. 

0040 FIGS. 17(a) to 17(g) are timing charts of FIG. 15. 
0041 FIG. 18 is a block diagram of the judgment circuit 
738 Shown in FIG. 15. 

0042 FIG. 19 is a view showing the hysteresis charac 
teristics of the reference threshold of the judgment circuit 
738. 

0043 FIGS. 20 and 21 are views showing examples of 
area division for the mean value calculating circuit 760. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

0044) The first embodiment of this invention will now be 
explained with reference to the drawings. FIG. 1 is a block 
diagram of an entire Video tape recorder with an integrated 
camera to which the present invention is applied. 
0045. In FIG. 1, a camera section is shown at 100, a 
processing section at 200 and a recording section at 300. In 
the camera Section 100, an incident light beam entering 
through an optical system 101 is restricted in intensity by 
means of a diaphragm 102 and forms an image on an image 
sensing element 103. The image sensing element 103 is 
composed of Semiconductor elements Such as MOS and 
CCD. A focus drive circuit 107, a diaphragm drive circuit 
106 and an image sensing element drive circuit 105 drive the 
optical system 101, the diaphragm 102 and the image 
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Sensing element 103, respectively. A camera Signal proceSS 
ing circuit 104 is a well known circuit adapted to perform Y 
correction, etc., like the camera Signal processing circuit of 
an ordinary Video camera. 
0046) The image signal output from the camera section 
100 is converted into a digital signal by an A/D converter 
201 in the processing Section 200 and undergoes a picture 
element transduction operation, which will be described 
later, in an arithmetic circuit 202. Then, it is restored to an 
analog signal by a D/A converter 203 and Supplied to the 
recording section 300. At 204 is shown an image memory 
for the operation in the arithmetic circuit 202, and at 205 an 
addressing circuit thereof. The addressing circuit 205 out 
puts address control Signals for writing and reading at the 
image memory 204 in accordance with a timing Signal from 
a control circuit 108 in the camera section 100. 

0047. In the recording section 300, the analog signal from 
the D/A converter 203 is recorded in a video tape recorder 
301 in a well known manner. 

0.048 Next, the operation of the image sensing element 
103 will be explained. FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing 
the camera section 100 in more detail, and FIG. 3 is a timing 
chart of the camera section 100, taking the NTSC signal as 
an example. A field index (FI) signal is a signal for distin 
guishing between odd and even fields composing one frame. 
The V signal is a vertical blanking signal; the high (H) 
period of the Signal corresponds to the effective picture and 
the low (L) part thereof corresponds to the vertical blanking 
period. Tets is a Signal for controlling the charge Storage 
time of the image Sensing element 103; for example, in the 
case of an interline type CCD image Sensing element, it is 
a pulse for reading out the picture element output to the CCD 
for vertical transmission. During the period between a and b 
of Tes, the charge in the CCD for vertical transmission 
is reversely transmitted to the upper drain, and during the 
period between b and b or that between b and a, the charge 
in the CCD for vertical transmission is transmitted to a 
horizontal shift register at a rate fast enough to Support 
television transmission. An iris gate Signal is a Signal for 
Specifying whether the Storage Signal of /1000 Sec. or that of 
/60 Sec. is to be Selected as the reference Signal for the 
automatic exposure, which is to be described later. 
0049. In the example shown here, a /1000 sec. storage is 
performed during the Vertical blanking period and the /1000 
Sec. Storage Signal is output during the next effective picture 
period. Immediately after the /1000 Sec. Storage period, a 
charge Storage of Substantially /60 Sec. is effected to output 
the /60 Sec. Storage Signal during the effective picture period 
of the next field. In this way, two types of Storage time 
Signals (/1000 Sec. and /60 sec.) are alternately output. 
0050. In FIG. 2, a well known AE control circuit is 
shown at 20 which is adapted to receive a signal (for 
example, an image signal) from the camera signal process 
ing circuit 104 and output the control Signal for exposure 
control. Also shown in FIG. 2 are a well known AF control 
circuit 22 adapted to output the control Signal for focusing 
control, a /2 frequency divider circuit 24 adapted to divide 
the frequency of the vertical blanking signal V by two, 
sample-and-hold circuits 26 and 27, an inverter 28 and 
manual switches 29 and 30 for selecting between the two 
alternatives, i.e., whether the Sampling timing is to be 
determined by the output of the /3 frequency divider circuit 
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24 or by the signal reversed at the inverter 28. The output of 
the sample-and-hold circuits 26 and 27 are respectively 
applied to the diaphragm drive circuit 106 and the focus 
drive circuit 107 to execute automatic exposure control and 
automatic focus adjustment. 
0051 AS discussed above, in accordance with this inven 
tion, the Signals indicative of a plurality of pictures of 
different exposures can be obtained in one field, So that the 
camera Signal processing is partly changed. The AE pro 
cessing will be explained with reference to FIG. 2. A signal 
derived from the image sensing element 103 is transmitted 
from the camera Signal processing circuit 104 to the AE 
control circuit 20 for AE control, and the AE control circuit 
20 Supplies a control Signal to the diaphragm drive circuit 
106 So that the AE control servo loop may operate. This 
control Signal varies in Such a manner that the output of the 
image Sensing element 103 may be kept within an appro 
priate dynamic range, i.e. the diaphragm 102 may be nar 
rowed when light and widened when dark. 
0052. When, however, the quantity of light changes, for 
example, with a period of each field, a proper AE operation 
is not to be expected. For, the response of the AE Servo takes 
a rather long time as compared with the change in the period 
of the field or the frame. Therefore, the control signal for the 
AE operation is to be restricted in Such a manner that only 
one of the two pictures of different exposures which are 
obtained alternately may be employed. In FIG. 2, the 
Sample-and-hold circuit 26 is provided and the Sampling 
timing is determined by the Switch 29 in Such a manner that 
only Such a control signal as corresponds to one of the two 
pictures (for example, that of "/60 storage time) may be 
Selected. 

0053. In FIG. 2, the sampling pulse is formed by the 
Vertical blanking signal (VBLK), and a signal which is 
reversed for each Vik Signal is formed by the 72 frequency 
divider circuit 24. The signal thus formed is connected to the 
contact a of the Switch 29, and the signal obtained by 
reversing the output of the frequency divider circuit 24 at the 
inverter 28 is connected to the contact b of the Switch 29. 
Accordingly, by Selecting the contact a of the Switch 29, the 
Sampling pulse for using the /1000 Sec. Storage Signal of an 
odd field as the reference for the AE loop control is applied 
to the sample-and-hold circuit 26. When, on the other hand, 
the contact b is Selected, the Sampling pulse for using the /60 
Sec. Storage Signal of an even field as the reference for the 
AE loop control is applied to the Sample-and-hold circuit 26. 
The same may be said of the AF control circuit 22 for the AF 
control, the sample-and-hold circuit 27 and the Switch 30. 
0054. In this embodiment of the present invention, a 
combination of /1000 Sec. Storage time and /60 Sec. Storage 
time and the quantity of light changes by about four steps (2" 
times), So that in the case of a camera using a CCD image 
Sensing element, an exposure adjustment to the Subject using 
the /60 Sec. Storage time in an even field as the reference will 
lead to tendency to generate background white blankings in 
that even field, and in the case of an odd field with a light 
quantity diminished by four Steps, Subject blackenings will 
often be generated. In this example, a case is assumed where 
the exposure is adapted to the background under a back light 
condition, and the Setting may naturally be made at a Storage 
time other than /1000 Sec., according to the Situation. 
0055. This invention utilizes such white blankings and/or 
blackenings in one of the two types of fields in order to 
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improve the picture quality. In other words, parts generating 
white blankings or blackenings are replaced with the corre 
sponding parts in the other field (containing no blackening 
or white blanking because of the difference in exposure), the 
Signals of both fields being combined to compose a final 
image Signal. The basic idea in this regard will be explained 
with reference to FIG. 4(a). In FIG. 4(a), the main subject 
is represented by an upright rectangle. A through (T) picture 
here means a real-time output from the image Sensing 
element 103, and a memory (M) picture or memory output 
means the Signal of an immediately foregoing field Stored 
temporarily in the image memory 204. The through pictures 
show the main subject as blackened for each odd field and 
as blanked for each even field. Further, since the memory 
pictures are composed of Signals delayed by one field period, 
they show white blankings and blackenings in different 
fields from those of the through pictures. 
0056 Consequently, an appropriate combination of the 
through pictures and the memory pictures will provide a 
Satisfactory image which is free from both white blankings 
and blackenings. In other words, the Signals of the through 
and memory pictures are compared with a predetermined 
threshold; they are arbitrarily assigned the value “1” when 
they are greater than this threshold, and the value “0” when 
Smaller, thus enabling a designation of white blankings and 
blackenings for each picture element. FIGS. 6(a) and 6(b) 
show the relation between the threshold and the luminance 
values of picture elements and their fields. The abscissa in 
FIG. 6(a) denotes the luminance levels and the ordinate 
denotes the frequency of appearance of the luminance levels 
in a picture. As shown in FIG. 6(a), the threshold Th1 is so 
Set that luminance levels exceeding it define blackenings, 
and the threshold Th2 is so set that luminance levels 
exceeding it define white blankings. In other words, lumi 
nance levels lower than the threshold Th1 are judged to be 
blackenings and those higher than the threshold Th2 are 
judged to be white blankings. FIG. 6(b) shows the relation 
between the fields and the thresholds. As explained above, 
the white blankings and blackenings alternate in the odd and 
even fields, So that the thresholds for their designation also 
alternate with each field. 

0057. In this way, it can be judged which of the picture 
elements in each field shows a blackening or white blanking, 
and the result of the judgment can be utilized to Select a 
picture element of a proper exposure from between the 
through and the memory pictures. For example, by obtaining 
the logical product of the judgment A and the judgment B, 
i.e., the product of the assigned values of the through and 
memory picture, and Selecting, in the case of odd fields, the 
through picture Signal for a picture element the logical 
product of which is “1”, and the memory picture Signal for 
a picture element the logical product of which is “0”, and 
Vice versa, in the case of even fields, the Selection flags as 
shown in FIG. 4(a) are obtained. The pictures shown in the 
lowest row in FIG. 4(a) correspond to what has been 
composed based on the Selection flags. AS shown in this 
figure, a case was assumed in which the main Subject 
underwent a uniform motion to check the influence of the 
time axis deviation on the image; Such a deviation proved to 
be negligible in practice. 

0.058 FIG. 5(a) is a block diagram showing in detail that 
circuit part of the arithmetic circuit 202 in the processing 
section 200 in which the comparison of the above thresholds 
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Th1 and Th2 with the picture signals and the formation of 
Selection flags are effected. A Th Switching control Signal is 
a signal the “H” and “L” of which are reversed for each field, 
as in the case of the FI Signal, and transmitted through a 
threshold generating circuit 53 and an inverter 51, to be 
applied to a Second threshold generating circuit 52. The 
threshold generating circuits 52 and 53 generate, in accor 
dance with their Switching signals, the threshold Th1 or Th2 
in the relation shown in FIG. 6(b). Comparison circuits 54 
and 55 compare the memory and through pictures with the 
thresholds from the threshold generating circuits 52 and 53 
and issue signals A and B as the judgment results. An AND 
gate 56 takes the logical product of the Signals A and B and 
outputs a Selection flag signal. The Switch 57 changes its 
position in accordance with Said flag Signal to perform the 
Selection between the memory and the through picture 
Signals. 

0059 FIG. 5(b) is a block diagram showing another 
example of the configuration of that circuit part of the 
arithmetic circuit 202 in the processing section 200 in which 
the signal comparison with the above thresholds Th1 and 
Th2 and the Selection flag formation are carried out. 
Switches 501 and 502 have their positions changed by a 
Switching control signal the “H” and “L” of which are 
reversed for each field (the FI signal, for example). In the 
example shown, the Switch 501 is connected with the contact 
b during an “H” period, the Switch 502 then being connected 
with the contact M. During an “L” period, the Switch 501 is 
connected with the contact a, whereas the Switch 502 is 
controlled also by the output of an AND circuit 507. Two 
threshold generating circuits 503 and 504 generate the 
thresholds Th1 and Th2, respectively, which are shown in 
FIG. 6(a). A comparison circuit 505 compares the output 
signal from the memory 204 (memory out) with the thresh 
old Th1 to output the judgment B, whereas a comparison 
circuit 506 compares the output signal of the A/D converter 
201 (through picture) with the threshold Th2 to output the 
judgment A. The AND circuit 507 takes the logical product 
of the comparison circuits 505 and 506 and outputs it as a 
selection flag. As explained above, the Switch 502 is con 
trolled by the output of the AND circuit 507. 

0060 FIG. 4(b) shows the operation of a circuit which is 
of the configuration shown in FIG. 5(b). In this figure, 
“memory in” means a picture which is written to a field 
memory (the memory 204 in FIG. 5(b), and the “memory 
out” means a picture which is read out of the above memory. 
During an odd field period, the through picture (T) is directly 
written to the memory 204, whereas during an even field 
period, the through picture (T) and the odd field picture 
which is one field before it, which is a memory out, are 
combined after a predetermined weighing and written to the 
memory 204. 

0061. When composing signals of different storage times 
shown as A and B in the storage time column in FIG. 3, the 
composition is effected by combining two pictures Such as 
A1 and B1, A2 and B2, and a picture composed of Such a 
combination as B1 and A2 is avoided. By doing So, the 
Storage periods for obtaining two pictures to be combined 
become close to each other, So that a composed picture with 
few blurs can be obtained. 

0062 Further, during an even field period, the threshold 
Th1 is compared with the memory out, and the threshold 
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Th2 with the through picture, when the input data are greater 
than the thresholds, the value assigned is “1”, and when 
Smaller, the value assigned is “0”. Then they are output as 
the judgments A and B for the above through picture (T) and 
the memory out, respectively. 
0.063. In accordance with these picture element judg 
ments, signals are Selected from the image Signals shown as 
part of the through picture (T) and the memory out for each 
picture element area. The result of the Selection is repre 
sented by the even field period pictures shown in the lowest 
column in FIG. 4(b). During an odd field period, an output 
image (memory out) which is one field period before it is 
output again. By thus performing picture composition using 
pictures which are close to each other in respect of time, 
image deterioration in border areas can be avoided even for 
moving objects. 

0064. A picture with clear differences in luminance may 
be divided into two areas, i.e., the Subject and the back 
ground. In Such a case, it is desirable that in each of the 
areas, only the Signals of one type of Storage time be used, 
avoiding a change in Storage time within a single area. This 
is partly because a proper tonal expression would then be 
hindered in that area and partly because the border portions 
between the different Storage times in each area flicker, 
resulting in a picture that may be irritating to watch. Accord 
ingly, in order to avoid effecting Such a change frequently, 
it is desirable that a threshold to be used as a reference for 
the change be set, taking into consideration the information 
on the peripheral picture elements. In view of this, the 
thresholds Th1 and Th2 may be provided with hysteresis 
characteristics, as shown in FIG. 6(c). In other words, the 
threshold generating circuits 52 and 53 shown in FIG. 5(a), 
for example, may be So designed that they generate, in 
accordance with their Switching Signals, the thresholds Th1, 
Th1", or Th2, Th2", in the relation shown in FIG. 6(c). The 
above hysteresis characteristics may be Such that when 
picture element information with a value below the Th1 in 
FIG. 6(c) is received, the threshold Th1 is raised to Th' (Th' 
being greater than Th1) and the output of the comparison 
circuits 54 and 55 is prevented as far as possible from being 
reversed. When, however, the output of the comparison 
circuits 54 and 55 has been reversed, the threshold Th1" is 
restored to Th1. The same can be said of Th2; when 
information with a value above Th2 is received, the thresh 
old Th2 is lowered to Th2 (Th2 being less than Th2). By 
doing this, the distinction between the Subject and the 
background can be made more correct, the isolated points in 
the picture resulting from the judgment being reduced, 
which makes it possible to effect a more natural picture 
composition. Also, the border portions between the Subject 
and background become leSS Subject to flickering, whereby 
a more natural image can be obtained. 
0065 FIGS. 7(a) to 7(d) are tonal characteristic draw 
ings. The full line in FIG. 7(a)represents the characteristics 
of an ordinary Video camera; up to 100%, the input and 
output are shown as linear. For an input beyond that value 
(100 to 400%), the characteristics are illustrated with a 
Smoothly inclined line; the relation is called a knee effect. 
Suppose the point where Such a change begins is P1; the 
point will then move to the position P2 when the shutter 
Speed is high. Here, it is to be assumed that P1 represents an 
exposure of /60 sec. and P2 that of /250 sec. obtained by a 
two step exposure change. When there is a difference of four 
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Steps, as in the case described above, the relation may be 
represented by the lines (1) and (5) in FIG. 7(d). In this 
figure, the line (1) represents /60 Sec., the line (2) /125 Sec., 
the line (3) /350 sec., the line (4) /500 sec. and the line (5) 
/1000 Sec. In accordance with this invention, a characteristic 
with a desired curve can be composed out of two charac 
teristics with different inclinations. Examples of Such a 
composition is shown in FIGS. 7(b) and 7(c). 
0066. The method of composing tonal characteristics will 
now be explained in detail. By way of example, a case will 
be taken where it is so controlled that either the point P1 
representing the change from the linear to the knee effect 
section (when the shutter speed is low) or the point P2 (when 
the shutter speed is high) reaches the 100% point. Thresh 
olds are provided as shown in FIG. 6(a) so as to perform 
judgment over white blankings and blackenings on pictures, 
the tonal characteristics varying with the Setting of the 
thresholds. The variation is shown in FIG. 7(b), in which the 
characteristics (1) to (3) show how the position where the 
high shutter Side is Selected in Switching picture elements 
with the Switch 57 moves to the high luminance side when 
the threshold Th2 for judging white blankings is gradually 
raised. 

0067. While in FIG. 5(a) one of the two types of picture 
element signals is selected with the Switch 57, it is also 
possible to obtain the desired signal by processing the data 
on the corresponding two picture elements. In connection 
with this method, FIG. 7(c) shows, by way of example, the 
change in characteristics when different operation methods 
are selected, with the characteristic (2) in FIG. 7(b) being 
used as the reference. The characteristic (2) in FIG. 7(c) is 
identical with the characteristic (2) in FIG. 7(b). The char 
acteristic (1) in FIG. 7(c) represents the case where mean 
value processing is performed using the picture element data 
of a picture which has been judged to contain white blank 
ings and the corresponding picture element data of another 
picture. The characteristic (3) represents the case in which 
Subtraction processing is performed. Suppose, for example, 
the data on two corresponding picture elements judged to 
contain white blankings are D1 and D2, and the processing 
result is D, D=(D1+D2)/2 with mean value processing and 
D=D1-k(D1-D2) with subtraction processing, where k var 
ies in accordance with the threshold Set. In the case of the 
characteristic (3) in FIG. 7(c), k is about 1.88. Apart from 
the mean value processing and Subtraction processing, what 
is called off-set processingS Such as constant addition and 
constant Subtraction may be utilized, or they may be used 
jointly. 

0068. Further, when the subject is properly exposed, the 
condition of the background image (such as the degree of 
white blanking) becomes adjustable, So that a more natural 
representation and an elaborate design can be realized. 
Naturally, it is also possible to adjust the degree of black 
ening of the Subject, with the background properly exposed. 
The adjustment range of Such image conditions can be 
utilized within an infinite characteristic range by the picture 
element operation method as well as by the combination of 
Shutter Speeds. 

0069. In the above embodiment, the time resolution is 
Substantially 30 pictures per Second, which is about the same 
as a frame Storage CCD image Sensing element or the like. 
An embodiment will now be explained, according to which 
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two pictures are taken in a Single field, So that a time 
resolution equal to that of a field Storage CCD image Sensing 
element may be realized. The modified sections in the 
example are shown in FIG. 8 and the timing chart thereof in 
FIGS. 9(a) to 9(d). In this embodiment, the signal of the 
image Sensing element 103 is read out at a speed higher than 
that of an ordinary Video rate; the Signal then undergoes a 
time axis transduction and is restored to the normal rate. 
Field memories 90 and 91 are each provided with a memory 
Storage capacity corresponding to the picture information for 
a single field; in the memory 90, the /1000 Sec. Storage Signal 
is delayed So as to be Synchronized with the /120 Sec. 
read-out timing, and in the memory 91, the length of the time 
axis is doubled So as to change the /120 Sec. picture Signal 
into a /60 sec. NTSC signal. FIGS. 9(a) to 9(d) correspond 
to the signals (a) to (d) in FIG.8. The Switch 57 forms the 
composition output (c) by Switching the /120 Sec. Storage 
Signal and the /1000 Sec. Storage Signal in accordance with 
the output of a control circuit 92. This arrangement enables 
a resolution for each field to be obtained, as shown in FIG. 
9(d). 
0070 FIG. 10 shows in detail another example of the 
control circuit 108 in FIG. 1. A master clock generator 40 
generates master clock signals for the interior of the control 
circuit 108 in accordance with the reference signal from 
outside. A clock generator 41 for /1000 shutter generates 
clock signals for high Speeds in accordance with the above 
master clock signals, and a clock generator 42 for '/60 shutter 
generates clock Signals for low Speeds in accordance with 
the above master clock signals. A Switch 45 changes its 
position for each field and applies the output of the clock 
generators 41 and 42 alternately to the drive circuit 105. An 
AE control Signal generator 43 generates AE control Signals 
for diaphragm control, based on the image Signals from the 
camera Signal processing circuit 104. A control signal retain 
ing circuit 44 retains the AE control Signals for the period of 
one field. A Switch 46 changes its position for each field and 
applies the output of the AE control Signal generator 43 and 
the control Signal retaining circuit 44 alternately to the 
control circuit 106. A Switching Signal generator 47 controls 
the Switching operations of the Switches 45 and 46 for each 
field. The Switches 45 and 46 change their positions syn 
chronously. 
0071. In this embodiment, a clock generator is provided 
for low and high Speeds, and the clock signals thereof are 
changed in accordance with the output signals of a Switching 
Signal generator generating Signals for each field, So that the 
circuit configuration and operation are simplified, which is 
Suited to moving pictures. 
0072) While in the above embodiments pictures of dif 
ferent exposures are produced by varying the Storage time of 
the image Sensing element, it is also possible to attain the 
production of pictures with different exposures by varying 
exposure controls Such as a high-Speed diaphragm or shutter 
at a high Speed. Further, this can also be realized by 
electrically controlling a dimmer filter, as in the case of 
PLZT. 

0073. As will be appreciated from the foregoing descrip 
tion, the present invention permits the dynamic range to be 
Substantially enlarged, So that even under a back light 
condition, a properly exposed image in the form of a moving 
picture can be obtained not only for the subject but also for 
the background. 
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0074. In the above embodiments, the operation loop of 
the camera for moving pictures is Set in Such a manner that 
the response is of Several Seconds durations, thus avoiding 
an abrupt change of pictures. When, for example, the 
exposure times of /1000 Sec. and /60 Sec. are alternated for 
each field, the same response is shown in the AE loop in 
FIG. 2 as when the exposure time of /250 sec. is adopted 
throughout. This can be regarded as a Stationary error, which 
can be overcome by adding an offset bias corresponding to 
the exposure difference, to the AE loop. FIG. 11 shows an 
example of such a modification of the circuit shown in FIG. 
2. In this example, a bias generating circuit 80 generates 
Such biases as discussed above; an adder 81 adds the bias to 
the AE loop; and an adder 82 adds a similar offset bias to the 
AF loop. The same can be said of AWB (automatic white 
balance adjustment). This arrangement makes it possible to 
stabilize the AE, AF or AWB with a constant servo gain. 

0075 FIG. 12 shows a third embodiment of this inven 
tion and FIGS. 13(a) to 13(i) show the operational timing 
thereof. In these figures, what are furnished with the same 
reference numbers as those in FIGS. 1 to 11 denote the same 
components. The output of the camera Signal processing 
circuit 104 include the luminance (Y) signal (see FIG. 
13(a)), which undergoes sampling at the A/D converter 109 
with 4f (f denotes the color Subcarrier frequency), and 
quantization into 8-bit Signals and is then Supplied to the 
contact b of a Switch 112. To the contact a of the Switch 112 
is Supplied a composed picture, which is the output of a 
Switch 116. The Switch 116 changes its position for each 
field with the FI signal shown in FIG. 3 (or a signal 
equivalent to this) and connects the contact a for an even 
field and the contact b for an odd field. The output of the 
Switch 112 is supplied to the contact a of the Switch 116 by 
the memory 113, delayed by one field period. To the contact 
b of the Switch 116 is supplied the output of an A/D 
converter 109. The position of the Switch 116 is changed by 
the selection flag (see FIG. 4(a)) output from a control 
circuit 120. The output of the Switch 116 is supplied to the 
contact a of the Switch 112, and at the Same time, it 
is/converted into an analog signal by a D/A converter 118 
and Supplied to a mixing circuit 125, where it is mixed with 
a color-difference Signal to be recorded in a Video tape 
recorder 400. 

0076. The output of the camera signal processing circuit 
104 also includes two color-difference signals (R-Y) and 
(B-Y) (FIG. 13(c) and FIG. 13(d)), which are switched by 
a switch 110, with the timing shown in FIG. 13(e). FIG. 
13(f) shows the output of the Switch 110, which undergoes 
Sampling at an A/D converter 111, with 2f pulses of the 
timing shown in FIG. 13(g), and quantization into 8-bit 
Signals, and is then Supplied to the contact b of a Switch 114. 
The processing at the Switch 114, the field memory 115, the 
Switch 117 and the D/A converter 119 is the same as for the 
Y-signal, except that the memory capacity of the field 
memory 115 may be half that of the field memory 113. The 
output signal of the D/A converter 119 (FIG. 13(f)) is 
Sampled and Synchronized by Sample-and-hold (S/H) cir 
cuits 121 and 122, with the timing shown in FIG. 13(h) and 
FIG. 13(i). After this sampling and holding, the R-Y signal 
(FIG. 13(c) and the B-Y signal (FIG. 13(d)), which have 
been restored to their original State with a low pass filter (not 
shown), effect quadrature two-phase modulation of the fin 
a modulation circuit 124. The output of the modulation 
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circuit 124 is Superimposed on the Y-signal and Supplied to 
the video tape recorder 400, as an NTSC signal. 
0077 FIG. 14 shows that portion of the control circuit 
120 where Selection flags are generated. Threshold gener 
ating circuits 503 and 504 generate the thresholds Th1 and 
Th2 shown in FIG. 6(a), respectively. A comparison circuit 
505 compares the output signal (memory out) of the field 
memory 113 with the threshold Th1 to output the judgment 
A, and a comparison circuit 506 compares the output signal 
(through picture) of the A/D converter 109 with the thresh 
old Th2 to output the judgment B. An AND circuit 507 takes 
the logical product of the judgments A and B of the com 
parison circuits 505 and 506 and applies it to one input of an 
OR circuit 509. To the other input of the OR circuit 509 is 
applied the FI signal, so that the output of the OR circuit 509 
is “H” in an ODD field. 

0078. The output of the OR circuit 509 is sampled and 
held by an S/H circuit 510 with the timing shown in FIG. 
13(h) or FIG. 13(i). This is to be effected because of the 
following circumstances: the Sampling frequency is different 
for the luminance and the color Signals, So that when a 
Selection flag is formed with all the luminance signals 
Selected, there occurs the inconvenience that although the 
output of the A/D converter 109 is selected for the R-Y 
Signal of a Sampling point on the picture, the output of the 
field memory 113 is selected for the B-Y signal in that 
position. In other words, this inconvenience consists in the 
fact that the R-Y signal is obtained from one of two pictures 
of different storage times, and the B-Y signal from the other; 
as a result, the color Signal obtained from the modulation 
circuit 124 does not correspond to the actual color of the 
Subject. To overcome this problem, this embodiment pro 
vides an S/H circuit 510 shown in FIG. 14, with its sampling 
rate f. The output of the S/H circuit 510 is applied to the 
Switches 116 and 117, which are placed at the contact a for 
“H”, and at the contact b for “L”. 

0079. By the above arrangement, this embodiment makes 
it possible to avoid the error of performing the composition 
by obtaining the R-Y signal from one of two pictures of 
different storage times and the B-Y signal from the other. 
0080. In the above embodiment, one of the Y-judgment 
signals (corresponding to the output of the AND circuit 507) 
is used as the representative value by means of the circuit 
explained in FIG. 14 in order to produce a single C-Selection 
signal (corresponding to the output of the S/H circuit 510) 
from among predetermined Y-judgment signals. Apart from 
this method, the C-Selection signal can be produced by 
majority processing in which the C-Selection is effected in 
accordance with the numerical judgment result, or mean 
value processing in which the mean value of a predeter 
mined Y-signal Section is regarded as the C-judgment result. 

0081. The above embodiment of this invention makes it 
possible to conduct component color Signal processing, So 
that the basic picture quality can be improved and pictures 
of a generally higher quality can be photographed. 

0082. A fourth embodiment of this invention will now be 
explained with reference to FIGS. 15 to 21. In FIG. 15 are 
shown a Subject 710, a photographic lens 712, a diaphragm 
714 and an image sensing element 716. The incident light 
from the subject 710 entering through the lens 712 is 
restricted in intensity by the diaphragm 714 and applied to 
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the photoelectric conversion Surface of the image Sensing 
element 716. A camera signal processing circuit 718 per 
forms various signal processing operations including Y cor 
rection in the same way as an ordinary Video camera. A 
diaphragm control circuit 720 controls the diaphragm 714, 
and a drive circuit 722 drives the image Sensing element 
716. A gate circuit 724 allows part of the output of the 
camera signal processing circuit 718 to pass, and a speed 
Switching circuit 726 changes the charge Storage time of the 
image Sensing element 716. 
0083. The output of the camera signal processing circuit 
718 is divided by a decoder 728 into a Y-signal and a 
color-difference signal (C) of a time division multiple base 
band, which are applied to Signal processing circuits 732Y 
and 732C through A/D converters 730Y and 730C, respec 
tively. In the signal processing circuits 732Y and 732C, 
picture element data are transduced, as described later, and 
applied to an output processing circuit 736 through D/A 
converters 734Y and 734C. The output processing circuit 
736 forms a composite video Signal from the input Signal 
and outputs this signal. 
0084. A judgment circuit 738 judges whether there are 
blackenings or white blankings from the Y-signal, and in 
accordance with the judgment result, provides a Switching 
command Signal for the Speed Switching circuit 726, a 
control Signal for the gate circuit 724, etc. 
0085. The processing circuits 732Y and 732C will now 
be described in detail. While only the processing circuit 
732Y is shown in FIG. 16, the processing circuit 732C may 
substantially be of the same configuration. In FIG. 16, the 
output of the A/D converter 730Y is applied to switches 750 
and 758. The switch 750 is always placed at the contact b in 
the normal mode (i.e. when there are no white blankings or 
blackenings on the photographed image), and is alternately 
placed at the contacts a and b, with /60 Sec. as a unit, in the 
picture element transduction mode (i.e. when there are Some 
white blankings or blackenings on the photographed image). 
In the picture element transduction mode, the drive circuit 
722 drives the image Sensing element 716 in Such a manner 
that it alternates the /60 Sec. charge Storage and the /1000 Sec. 
charge storage for each field, and the Switch 750 is placed at 
the contact a for a /1000 Sec. Storage picture and at the contact 
b for a /60 Sec. Storage picture. The /60 Sec. Storage picture 
at the contact b of the Switch 750 is supplied to the judgment 
circuit 738 and a multiplexer 756. 
0086. In the normal mode, the multiplexer 756 outputs 
/60 Sec. Storage pictures Supplied for each field, and in the 
picture element transduction mode, it performs, when in an 
odd field, picture element transduction between a /60 Sec. 
storage picture from the contact b of the Switch 750 and a 
/1000 sec. storage picture from the field memory 754 to 
output the picture element transduction picture, when in an 
even field, it outputs the image from the field memory 754 
which has already undergone picture element transduction, 
as it is. The Switch 758, which is normally placed at the 
contact a, is placed at the contact b during the vertical 
blanking period. This arrangement is made for the purpose 
of forming interlace Signals. 
0087. The operation in the picture element transduction 
mode of the switch 752, the field memory 754 and the 
multiplexer 756 will now be described in more detail 
referring to FIGS. 17(a) to 17(g). FIG. 17(a) represents the 
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Switching control signal for the Switches 750 and 752, which 
are placed at the contact a for “H” and at the contact b for 
“L”. FIG. 17(b) represents the Switching control signal for 
the Switch 758, which is placed at the contact a for “H”, and 
at the contact b for “L”. FIG. 17(c) shows the charge storage 
operation of the image Sensing element 716, the a, and b, 
being representative of the charge storage times (/1000 Sec. 
and /60 sec. in this example). FIG. 17(d) shows the output 
of the image sensing element 716. FIG. 17(e) shows the 
signal written to the field memory 754, FIG. 17(f) shows the 
signal which is read out of the field memory 754, and FIG. 
17(g) shows the output of the multiplexer 756. The field 
memory 754 is a memory of the type which is capable of 
performing both writing and reading operations. 

0088. The a, which is a /1000 sec. storage picture, is 
delayed by one field period by the field memory 754, picture 
element transduction being performed by the multiplexer 
756, between the at and the /60 sec. storage picture b of the 
next field. The image MIX-1 obtained through the picture 
element transduction is supplied to the Switch 758, and at the 
same time, written to the field memory 754 through the 
intermediary of the Switch 752. The image MIX-1 is applied 
to the multiplexer 756, delayed by one field period. At this 
time, only the image MIX-1 is applied to the multiplexer 
756, so that the multiplexer 756 outputs the image MIX-1 to 
the Switch 758 again. 

0089. After that, similar processings are carried out, the 
multiplexer 756 outputting MIX-1, MIX-1, MIX-2, MIX-2, 
. . . Here, it may be thought to be possible to improve the 
time resolution by performing picture element transduction 
between b and a in the next field, Subsequent to the 
transduction between a and b. However, the discrepancy in 
time between b and a is too great, So that it may as likely 
as not give rise to inconveniences in the case of moving 
pictures. 

0090 FIG. 18 is a block diagram showing a specific 
example of the judgment circuit 738. The Y-signal of /60 sec. 
Storage from the processing circuit 732Y (more specifically, 
from the contact b of the Switch 750) is applied to a mean 
value calculation circuit 760 and a comparison circuit 762 
adapted to detect white blankings. The mean value calcula 
tion circuit 760 divides a picture into a plurality of areas, as 
shown, for example, in FIGS. 20 and 21, and calculates the 
mean value of the luminance levels in the areas and Supplies 
the result to an arithmetic circuit 764. The arithmetic circuit 
764 calculates the difference between the maximum and 
minimum values of the mean values of the areas and 
Supplies control Signals to the Speed Switching circuit 726 in 
Such a manner that the picture element transduction mode is 
Selected when the calculated value is larger than a prede 
termined value and that the normal mode is Selected when 
the calculated value is equal to or Smaller than the prede 
termined value. The arithmetic circuit 764 consists of an 
ordinary microcomputer. Further, the mean luminance levels 
of the areas calculated by the mean value calculation circuit 
760 can also be utilized for the purpose of determining the 
photometric frame for diaphragm adjustment, the arithmetic 
circuit 764 outputting the photometric frame information to 
a window generating circuit 766. 
0.091 The comparison circuit 762 compares the Y-signal 
from the processing circuit 732Y with the threshold from a 
threshold switch 768, and outputs “L” when the signal is 
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below the threshold and “H” when it is above the threshold. 
In the initial stage, the threshold Switch 768 selects the 
threshold Th2 shown in FIG. 19; when the output of the 
comparison circuit 762 becomes “H”, it changes the selec 
tion threshold to Th1, and when the output of the comparison 
circuit 762 becomes “L”, it selects the threshold Th2 again. 
By providing Such a hysteresis characteristics, frequent 
issuance of the white blanking judgment at isolated points 
Such as noises can be avoided. The output of the comparison 
circuit 762 is supplied to the processing circuit 732Y as the 
Y-control Signal and to the processing circuit 732C as the 
C-control signal. The processing circuits 732Y and 732C 
Select a /60 Sec. Storage picture when the output of the 
comparison circuit 762 is "L', and a /1000 Sec. Storage 
picture when the output is “H”. 
0092. While it may be possible to adopt in the judgment 
circuit 738 an arrangement in which a /1000 Sec. Storage 
picture is used as the input luminance Signal in order to 
judge over blackenings, the above embodiment employs the 
arrangement in which a /60 Sec. Storage picture is input to the 
judgment circuit 738 because white blankings are more 
easily detected than blackenings and the Switching between 
the normal mode and the picture element transduction mode 
must be carried out under the same Storage conditions. 
0093. As will be appreciated from the above description, 
this embodiment makes it possible to photograph not only 
the Subject but also the background with a proper exposure 
even under a back light condition, with the dynamic range 
being Substantially widened. Further, by Supervising the 
luminance level during the normal photographing and by 
performing the normal photographing when the exposure is 
proper, deterioration in the time resolution can be avoided as 
long as the exposure is appropriate. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An image Sensing device comprising image Sensing 

means adapted to output image Sensing Signals of different 
charge Storage times by Switching them for each field and 
composition means adapted to compose a single picture out 
of pictures of Successive two fields. 

2. An image Sensing device according to claim 1, wherein 
the Storage time is Set Substantially to a vertical blanking 
period for at least one of Said Successive two fields. 

3. An image Sensing device according to claim 1, wherein 
Said image Sensing means includes an interline-type CCD 
image Sensing element. 

4. An image Sensing device according to claim 1, wherein 
Said image Sensing means alternately outputs image Sensing 
Signals of a storage time of about one television field period 
and image Sensing Signals of a storage time about one 
Vertical blanking period. 

5. An image Sensing device according to claim 1, wherein 
Said composition means includes Storage means for Storing 
Said image Sensing Signals. 

6. An image Sensing device according to claim 1, wherein 
Said composition means includes addition means for adding 
image Sensing Signals of different charge Storage times. 

7. An image Sensing device according to claim 1, wherein 
Said composition means includes Selection means for Selec 
tively outputting image Sensing Signals of different charge 
Storage times. 

8. An image Sensing device according to claim 1, further 
comprising comparison means for comparing the levels of 
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image Sensing Signals of different charge Storage times with 
respective predetermined reference levels. 

9. An image Sensing device according to claim 8, wherein 
Said composition means controls the manner of composition 
in accordance with the comparison result obtained by Said 
comparison means. 

10. An image Sensing device comprising image Sensing 
means, control means adapted to cause images of different 
exposures to be output Successively from Said image Sensing 
means and composition means adapted to Successively com 
pose images of different exposures from among the images 
output from Said image Sensing means So as to obtain 
moving pictures. 

11. An image Sensing device according to claim 10, 
wherein Said control means is adapted to cause images of 
different exposures to be output cyclically and Successively. 

12. An image Sensing device according to claim 10, 
wherein Said image Sensing means alternately outputs image 
Sensing Signals of a storage time of about one television field 
period and image Sensing Signals of a storage time of about 
one vertical blanking period. 

13. An image Sensing device according to claim 10, 
wherein Said composition means includes Storage means for 
Storing Said image Sensing Signals. 

14. An image Sensing device according to claim 10, 
wherein Said composition means includes addition means 
for adding image Sensing Signals of different charge Storage 
times. 

15. An image Sensing device according to claim 10, 
wherein Said composition means includes Selection means 
for Selectively outputting image Sensing signals of different 
charge Storage times. 

16. An image Sensing device according to claim 10, 
further comprising comparison means for comparing the 
levels of image Sensing Signals of different charge Storage 
times with respective predetermined reference levels. 

17. An image Sensing device according to claim 10, 
wherein Said composition means controls the manner of 
composition in accordance with the comparison result 
obtained by Said comparison means. 

18. An image Sensing device according to claim 10, 
further comprising image Sensing control means adapted to 
control the operation of the image Sensing device by cycli 
cally employing one of Said plurality images of different 
eXposures. 

19. An image Sensing device according to claim 18, 
wherein Said image Sensing control means controls the 
focusing adjustment of images entering Said image Sensing 
CS. 
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20. An image Sensing device according to claim 18, 
wherein Said image Sensing control means controls the 
quantity adjustment of the incident light into Said image 
Sensing means. 

21. An image Sensing device according to claim 16, 
further comprising reference level control means adapted to 
vary Said reference levels in accordance with the comparison 
results obtained by Said comparison means. 

22. An image Sensing device according to claim 8, further 
comprising reference level control means adapted to vary 
Said reference levels in accordance with the comparison 
results obtained by Said comparison means. 

23. An image Sensing device comprising image Sensing 
means adapted to convert an optical image into an electrical 
Signal and control means provided with a first image Sensing 
mode in which a Video signal is formed by repeating only 
light Storage operations of a first time and a Second image 
Sensing mode in which light Storage operations of a Second 
time and those of a third time which is different from said 
Second time are repeated and a composed Video Signal which 
is composed of Storage pictures of the Second time and 
Storage pictures of the third time is repeatedly formed. 

24. An image Sensing device according to claim 23, 
wherein Said first time and Said Second time are approxi 
mately of the same duration. 

25. An image Sensing device according to claim 24, 
wherein Said third time is shorter than Said Second time. 

26. An image Sensing device according to claim 25, 
wherein Said third time is approximately of the same dura 
tion as a vertical blanking period. 

27. An image Sensing device according to claim 26, 
wherein Said control means performs the light Storage opera 
tion of the third time during a vertical blanking period. 

28. An image Sensing device according to claim 23, 
further comprising incidence condition control means 
adapted to control the light incidence conditions with respect 
to the image Sensing means by Selectively utilizing Signals 
of the Second time Storage pictures in the Second image 
Sensing mode. 

29. An image Sensing device according to claim 28, 
wherein Said incidence condition control means controls the 
incidence light quantity. 

30. An image Sensing device according to claim 28, 
wherein Said incidence light quantity control means controls 
the focus position conditions of the incident light. 


